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Sonar Transducers: A History
World War II Prompted Incredible A ccomplishments-A ided by
Eliminating 'R ed Tape: R apidA dvances in Production Engineering

By Frank Massa
Massa Products Corp.
Preface: Our on~v available A S W sonar
systems in 1940 were inadequate to prevent the very high rate o/sinkings o./U.S.
merchant supply ships by th e German
submarine navy in the north A tlantic. The
urgent solution to this problem was assigned the highest national priority and
an all-out effort to solve it was undertaken
under the civilian direction o./the National
Defense Research Council by enlisting
every available engineering and scientific
resource in the country.
Some interest ing personal recollect ions
are presented in this article 0/ how the
removal of"red tape " and the elimination
of the need to prepare written technical
proposals sped the development and production o/numerous transducersfor use
in various new ASW applications.
A very important personnel asset during the 1940s was the availability ofexperienced production engineers and mechanical designers. I had the tremendous
advantage 0/ having been trained with
the best of them during the late I 920s and
the/allowing decade when mass production techniques and high reliability product design reached its zenith.
In addition to a highly condensed pres-

entation of my own 50-year experience in
sonar transducer development and production, I make two personal "editorial
comments" in this article. I credit great
advances in transducer development during 1940-45 to:
• Early development 0/ an underwater
sound pressure measurement standard
that quantified the actual performance
characteristics 0/ the many transducers
being developed
• Earlv scrapping 0/ unstable Rochelle
salt crystals and the substitution o/stable
ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (A D P)
crystals for all major transducer developments during the period.
It is also my strong opinion that this
country needs to restore the teaching 0/
production engineering and reliable product design in our technical schools. This
turnabout will, I am convinced, reverse
the national trend toward the deterioration of product reliability due primaril.1'
to complicated, expensive structural designs. I am certain- as explained in the
accompanying "sidebar"-that this lack
in education is one 0/ the fundamental
reasons why we have lost our world leadership in product design and mass production capability.
This message app lies as well to defense
materials production, appliance manu-

Submarine installation included passive sonar arrays inside the three fin-shap ed
sonar domes using leng ~h of the vessel as baseline for th e complete receiving array.

.

facturers, and the automobile industrr.
where mass production was invented and
brought to perfection and world recognition during the 1930s. Now the latter too
seems to have/orgotten the production
engineering strength 0/ its predecessors
andjoined the others in the easy downhill
slide during the past few years. - Author

L

ittle progress was made in sonar
transducer development during
the period 1915-1940. The 1940 U.S.
Navy sonar used a 24 kH z magnetostriction transducer comprising an
array of nickel tubes driving a I-footdiameter steel plate mounted back to
back with a Rochelle salt transducer
inside a spherical housing. The latter
was attached to a pipe that penetrated the ship's hull. During operation, the pipe was manually rotated
and a pulse of sound was initiated at
various selected bearings. I f a submarine was nearby, a reflected echo
would show up as a flash on a circular neon tu be to indicate the range.
The Rochelle salt transducer had a
lower Q . But it was less reliable than
the mangnetostriction unit , which
was used as a substitute to maintain
sonar operation during frequent
periods of failure of the Rochelle salt.
Decade of Progress
The success of German submarines
in sink ing U.S. supply ships while
moving in slow convoys during early
World War II became intolerable. To
prevent a national disaster, a high
priority ASW effort was undertaken
under the civilian direction of the
National Defense Research Council
by enlisting every available scientific
and engineering resource in the country. The Navy's underwater Laboratory in New London, Connecticut,
was rapidly expanded and undertook

